TO POWER PEOPLE...

OPERATIONAL REPORTING AND BI

Many business leaders rely on data to make strategic decisions and
drive growth. But obtaining this data is tedious and time-consuming.
Our operational reporting and BI feature timely data in reports specific
to your needs so you can identify opportunities, track progress, and
measure your success with ease.

OPERATIONAL REPORTING SOLUTIONS
Operational Reporting can be defined as data that reflects current activity and
supports the day-to-day operations of your business. At InfoSync we extract
the data from any of your systems including Point of Sale, Back of House, and
other 3rd party platforms. Our operational reporting includes Labor and Cost,
Speed of Service, Menu Mix, Ticket Level Detail, Loss Prevention, and more.
InfoSync delivers operational reports through our RightViewWeb web-based
portal. All users are given a unique set of credentials and secure access based
on their role. User access can be limited to specific stores and reports if
desired. In addition, users can schedule reports to be delivered via email.
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS
Business Intelligence can be defined as a technology-driven solution that
transforms data from multiple systems into actionable insight and presents
it into a single reporting enviornment. Business Intelligence allows users to
easily understand and digest business data by viewing reports, summaries,
dashboards, graphs, charts, and maps.
InfoSync offers customized Business Intelligence solutions for all of our clients
based on the data we extract from a variety of sources. Current InfoSync
customers are using BI to consolidate data from our Finance, Payroll, and
Operational Reportings systems so they can see the “big picture” without
taking the time to manually pull and sort the information.
Our Business Intelligence solution is based on the Microsoft Power BI suite of
products. InfoSync also offers custom data warehouse hosting where clients
can build and deploy their own dashboards.
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WHAT MAKES RIGHTVIEWWEB DIFFERENT FROM
OTHER REPORTING PLATFORMS?
•

InfoSync can consume data from many different
systems and consolidate the results in a timely
manner.

•

InfoSync always customizes reports and
dashboards for each client as there is no one set
of reports that meets everyone’s needs.

•

InfoSync can apply each client’s specific business
logic to customized dashboards.

•

For our full service accounting and payroll clients,
users do not need to manage a separate login.

Detailed P&L

HOW OPERATIONAL REPORTING AND BI BENEFIT YOU
See trends and adjust accordingly
- Gives you the power to understand sales trends and
growth so you can adjust to the market’s needs. BI
offers visual metrics allowing anyone to see trends
and make decisions, even without a background in
accounting or finance.

Operational Reporting

Eliminate Inefficiencies
- With RightViewWeb and Power BI, you can easily
pinpoint processes that are underperforming and
adjust accordingly. Monitoring sales trends becomes
simple and outcomes are easier to forecast based on
those trends over time.
All of your data in one location
- How much valuable time have you spent digging
through individual reports from your company to get
the bigger picture? InfoSync pulls the data from your
stores and our own finance, payroll, and reporting
systems and delivers it to your fingertips. You can see
how your company is doing as a whole as well as drill
down to location specific details. This will allow you
to see what is selling the best in certain areas, how
location impacts customer behavior, which stores are
most profitable, and more. If you have the information
to make better business decisions you can begin to
have a positive impact on your bottom line and drive
your business forward.
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